
 

“People rarely succeed at anything unless they have fun doing it”
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TENNIS EUROPE

I recently had the opportunity to meet the CEO and representatives of Tennis 
Europe. The meeting took place during the first week of the 2008 Wimbledon 

Tennis Championships. Tennis Europe, represent 49 countries, it was formed in 

1973 and was officially recognised by the ILTF in 1976 as the regional governing 
body for tennis in Europe. It is interesting to learn how tennis has faced the 

expansion of the game around Europe and as with most sports, growing the 

game in terms of participants, introducing new members of society and improving 
coaching practice are all stated objectives. 

EOSE 

During June I spoke at the EOSE (European Observatoire of Sport and 

Employment) conference. Representatives from many European Union countries 
were present and discussions took place regarding the recognition of 

qualifications. Coach licensing and recognition of units of learning are key issues 

that will impact the ability of coaches to practice their profession in the near 
future.          

TRAIN YOUR GOLF BRAIN
 

Readers who play or work in golf might like to visit our website 
www.BMYCOACH.org and click on the learning tab and go to the mental game 

section, to read the latest article by Dr Karl Morris. Karl is a qualified psychologist 

and also a qualified  PGA golf professional who has worked with some of the 
leading players in the world. Regardless of the sport of your interest, some of the 

key issues that Karl highlights can be transferred and applied immediately. Also 

added on the BMYCOACH website in May include "pyschological warfare against 
yourself", "a scientific approach" and "black and white".

WHAT IS A COACH?
 

BMYCOACH is asking “What is a Coach?” Over the last few months we have 

been actively searching for opinions and perceptions. One of the comments that 
we received was that,  “My coach is the reason that I get out of bed in the 

morning and together we work to make something out of my life”.  

Do you have a definition or opinion? If so please send it to www.bmycoach.org 
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SPECIFICATIONS:

The tennis raquet used by Roger 
Federer has the following 

specification:

Head size: 90

String: Gut / Poly mix

Tension: 47/48
Grip: Custom 4 3/8  

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

Tony will be available for coaching 

sessions in Lisbon on Friday 25th

July. To book an appointment 

please call (+351) 93 2524253. 

"A ship in a harbour is safe, but that's not what it was built for "
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Roger Federer

http://www.BMYCOACH.org/


REST & RECOVERY

In the last slant we mentioned that World number one Tiger Woods was set to 
make his return to competitive golf at the US Open. Well he did and not only did 

he play but he won in one of the most exciting performances of his career. 

But at what cost did he return? Less than 48 hours after holing the winning putt, 

Tiger announced that his golfing year was over and confirmed that he would have 
reconstructive surgery on a torn, anterior cruciate ligament in his left knee. Not 

only that but Woods confirmed that he also was suffering from a double stress 

fracture of the tibia in the same leg. 

Travel back a few years and it was common for sportsmen and women to play 

with an injury, in fact only a few years ago a pain killing or anti inflammatory 

injection was the so called “cure” for many injuries. 

Unfortunately some careers have been cut short by failure to properly rehailitate 
after injury, this compromises the affected area in order to rush the athlete back 

into competition. 

Teen tennis star Andrea Jaeger who hit the tour at 14 years of age left the game 
following a right shoulder injury by age 19. 

Dutch football legend Marco van Basten had his career cut short after a series of 

ankle injuries and England international Paul Gasgoine was never the same after 

a clumsy tackle resulted in a long term injury. 

The preparation of athletes is now better than ever, but equally the demands are 

greater. It seems that the football season is getting longer, certainly the 2007- 

2008 season which started in mid August in many parts of Europe has just 
concluded with the final of Euro 2008 at the end of June. The majority of players 

will be expected to report to their clubs for training again in less than four weeks 

time. 

Professional golfers have a saying which is that “the tour follows the sun” and so 
it is not uncommon for a tournament to finish somewhere in Asia on Sunday and 

then another start just four days later on the other side of the World. Time 

changes, jet lag and travel time all have to be dealt with and the majority of 
competitors play for 35 weeks or more.

I know that the professional athletes career is relatively short, and their 

retirement long, but from my perspective I would far sooner that an athlete fully 
recovers before rejoining competition, this is especially true of younger athletes 

that still have developing physiques. The soreness rule simply states that if a 

movement continues to produce pain then the injured athlete should not progress 
to the next stage of rehabilitation. 
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Ligament injuries are one of the 
most common injuries to the knee 

and very few players fully recover 

from the problem. 

Ligament injury are generally 

caused by: 

Excess strain put on the knee.
 

A twisting or turning action which 

damages the ligaments.
 

Direct contact of the knee from 

opponents can also cause damage 
to the ligaments. 

England cricketer Jones ruptured 
his knee when his studs got caught 

in the turf. 

"Failure is only the opportunity to more intelligently begin again"
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The tackle that put Paul Gasgoine 
(8) out of the game for a year



THE ROLE OF SELF MONITORING IN COACHING

Most of us have heard the statement “well in hindsight” or something similar. I 

personally think that we learn more from our mistakes than we do from our 
success, important lessons can be learned from less than desirable 

performance.  I like what author Andrew Mathews says in his excellent book 

“Follow Your Heart”, that we all get to take the a number of different lessons and 
as long as we don’t learn the lesson then we will get to take the same lesson 

again and again until eventually we learn and then we can move on to a new 

lesson. 

So what is self monitoring? Reflection can take many forms and can be applied 

immediately. Take the example of a tennis player who hits three or four approach 
shots to the backhand of her opponent only to have the ball return with power for 

a clean winner. What would you do? My guess is that it would not take you too 

long to learn the lesson and start playing to your opponents forehand. 

What about the coach that loads his mid-field with holding players and then finds 

that the opposing team run freely down the wings causing lots of problems for his 
defenders? We often see that a tactical switch at half-time brings the desired 

result. 

The elite coach must have an ability to reflect on what works and why and 

perhaps more importantly what doesn’t work, why and how it can be adjusted 

next time. Coaches now have a mass of data available to them on every aspect 
of their athletes performance, analysis programmes generate statistics that can 

be used to improve technique, save energy and highlight possible weaknesses in 

the opposition amongst other key points and yet it is often in the quiet of the early 
morning with a café and notebook that the process of reflection begins. The 

practice of looking within to find answers to pressing issues can be both 

stimulating and rewarding especially if you are lucky enough to have one of those 
ah-ha moments. 

 “Self-monitoring inspires a teacher /  coach to move beyond an evaluation of 
one’s experiences and engage in an introspective process of critical self-

analysis” , Karoly, (1994).

Article written by: Tony Bennett

Suggested reading: Karoly, P., Mechanisms of Self-Regulation: A 

Systems View, Annual Review of Psychology, 

1993, 44, 23-53.
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TAKE TIME TO REFLECT

To Reflect "To think deeply 

or carefully 
about."

"Serious thought 
or consideration."

"Contemplate" 

READ “ANDREW MATHEWS” .

Follow Your Heart 
(ISBN: 0-646-31066-6)

Being Happy! 
(ISBN: 981-00-0664-0)

How to be Happy Teenager 
(ISBN: 981-00-1953-X)

 

"There is no right way of doing the wrong thing"
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THE OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP

The Open is one of golfs four majors and this year it will be held at the Royal 
Birkdale Golf Club in Southport. The defending champion Padraig Harrigton will 

find a course that has been re-vamped and lengthend by a mere 155 yards since 

that last edition of the Open was played in 1998. The winner in 1998 was 
American Mark O'Meara who will be in the field but unlikely to be a real threat. I 

was recently at the course and it struck me that a “shotmaker and accurate” 

player will prevail.   

THE TOUR DE FRANCE
 

Lets hope that the 2008 version of the tour is more a TOUR DE FORCE rather 
than a TOUR DE FARCE. After a few years of scandel, winners stripped of 

victory, alegations of cheating and drug abuse it is about time that the tour 

reclaimed its position as one of the Worlds most prestigeous events. I was 
recently in Paris and the topic of the tour was brought up, the person that I was 

speaking with said that “we need a good tour, a clean champion and an event 

that we can be once more proud of”. I hope for one that the traditional finish on 
the Champs Élysées is a ride of honour to crown a worthy champion.    

PORTUGUESE FOOTBALL

I came across a disturbing piece of research published in the Journal of Sports 
Economics by Carlos Pestana Barros in July 2006. In the article, the author 

characterizes “a financial crisis in Portuguese football on the basis of data 

published by Deloitte and Touche on the financial ramifications and offers a 
gloomy forecast that even mentions the possible death of the professional game 

in 5-10 years time”. 

Certainly many extremely talented young Portuguese footballers seek fame and 

fortune overseas and there is no doubt that the national team benefits from 

several of its players competing in highly competitive leagues. Perhaps a more 
competitive league is one of the answers to the apparent talent drain, Pestana 

Barros points to outside of the “Big 3” city teams (Benfica, Porto and Sporting) 

only Boavista (in 2001) have won the league title since 1946.  

Would you like to make a comment? Please send to info@bmycoach.org 
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"Desire creates power"
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KEY CHANGES

All but two of Royal Birkdale's holes 

have been altered in the 
preparations for the 2008 Open 

Championship. 

New strategic options have been 

introduced by changes to the lines 

of play on five holes: 3, 9, 11, 16 
and 17. But what other changes 

have been made?

● A new green on the 17th 
● Reshaping of fairways
● 16 new fairway bunkers 
●  Four new greenside bunkers 
●  Shaping around seven greens

Royal Birkdale

mailto:info@bmycoach.org


Tony Bennett Contacts

www.europeangolf.co.ukwww.tazam.com

www.quintic.com www.f32.pt

www.zenoracle.co.uk

www.titleist.com

www.glenmuir.com

www.pinggolf.comwww.solmelia.com

www.optimus.pt

 To find out more information about editorial or advertising in “the slant” email info@bmycoach.org

For full details & prices, please see our website:

www.forwardleisure.com

+44 (0) 845 2248026
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